MAGELLAN™ ENHANCED INTERFACES

Programming codes are for the following products:

- Magellan™ 800i
- Magellan™ 1000i
- Magellan™ 1100i
- Magellan™ 1400i
- Magellan™ 2200E
- Magellan™ 2300E
- Magellan™ 3200

- Magellan™ 3300
- Magellan™ 8300
- Magellan™ 8400
- Magellan™ 8500
- Magellan™ 8500XT
- Magellan™ 8500XTS

Please refer to the Product Reference Guide or Data Sheet for each scanner to see a full list of supported interfaces.

RS-232 Standard (Dual Cable)

```
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 5 0 0 0 0 0
```

RS-232 Single Cable Interface

```
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
```
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RS-232 Wincor-Dixdorf

IBM Port 17

IBM Port 9b

IBM Port 5b

OEM USB
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USB-COM

KBW Type E

USB KBD
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